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Abstract
It has been recently discovered in the context of the six vertex or XXZ model
in the fundamental representation that new symmetries arise when the anisotropy
parameter (q + q−1)/2 is evaluated at roots of unity qN = 1. These new sym-
metries have been linked to an U(A(1)1 ) invariance of the transfer matrix and the
corresponding spin-chain Hamiltonian. In this paper these results are generalized
for odd primitive roots of unity to all vertex models associated with trigonomet-
ric solutions of the Yang-Baxter equation by invoking representation independent
methods which only take the algebraic structure of the underlying quantum groups
Uq(gˆ) into account. Here gˆ is an arbitrary Kac-Moody algebra. Employing the
notion of the boost operator it is then found that the Hamiltonian and the transfer
matrix of the integrable model are invariant under the action of U(gˆ). For the
simplest case gˆ = A(1)1 the discussion is also extended to even primitive roots of
unity.




The six-vertex [?] or XXZ model [?] with periodic boundary conditions as defined by


















; L + 1  1 (1)




j are the Pauli matri-
ces acting on the jth lattice site. Surprisingly the model and its underlying symmetries
are still not fully understood. Baxter already noted in 1973 [?] that the model besides
its integrable structure for generic anisotropy parameter (q + q−1)=2 shows additional
symmetries when q becomes an N th primitive root of unity (i.e. N is the smallest integer
such that qN = 1). Despite numerous articles addressing the energy spectrum and the
problem of completeness of the eigenstates for generic q; the symmetry governing the
root of unity case has just recently been discovered in [?, ?]. The key results obtained
by algebraic and numerical methods in the latter articles are the following,
1. As q approaches a root of unity the transfer matrix of the six-vertex model as well
as the associated Hamiltonian exhibit an U(A
(1)
1 ) invariance at level zero. (It is
for this reason that we have mentioned loop symmetry instead of affine symmetry




N=2 ; N even
N ; N odd
the generators of this symmetry algebra can be constructed from the quantum group
Uq(A
(1)
1 ) associated with the R-matrix of the six-vertex model as q
N ! 1. In addition,
the symmetry algebra preserves the momentum, i.e. the U(A
(1)
1 ) generators commute
with the shift operator.
In the framework of the Bethe Ansatz [?] the degeneracies manifest themselves in addi-
tional string solutions possessing zero energy, which are called exact complete N 0-strings
and were first found by Baxter [?] (see also the review of Takahashi [?]). However, the
link between these string solutions and the above symmetry algebra had not been rec-
ognized. Moreover, the exact complete N 0-strings lead to a simultaneous vanishing of
the numerator and the denominator inside Bethe’s equation, the latter therefore fails to
∗Note that in the articles [?, ?] a different convention to parametrize the roots of unity had been
chosen. The power N in the latter articles correponds to the power N ′ in this work.
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determine the complete set of eigenstates. It has been demonstrated in [?] how addi-
tional equations can be derived from Bethe’s equation in the limit qN ! 1 which then
allow the determination of the real parts of the exact complete N 0-strings.
All of the above observations have been made in the context of the fundamental repre-
sentation, i.e. for spin s = 1=2, and some of the proofs in [?] take explicitly advantage
of features only present in this particular case. However, one might expect that the
degeneracies are of a more general nature. For example the spin s = 1 XXZ model
first introduced by Fateev and Zamolodchikov [?] is closely related at roots of unity
q = exp(i=3) to the 3-state super-integrable chiral Potts model for which similar de-
generacies have been observed numerically in [?]. The Hamiltonian in this case looks












































j ) is the spin operator in the vector representation s = 1 at site j.
The XXZ model for arbitrary spin has been investigated in [?, ?]. The corresponding
Hamiltonians for spin s > 1 have not been written down in terms of spin operators but
can be defined through the transfer matrix of the associated statistical model. Also here
the problem of the degeneracies and the underlying symmetry at roots of unity has not
been addressed. Besides the extension to arbitrary spin one can also consider the case
of higher rank. For the fundamental representation Vλ1 = C
n+1 the R-matrix associated
with the A
(1)
n  bsln+1 vertex models has been found in [?] and the corresponding spin-





























where Ekl, 1  k; l  n + 1 denote the (n + 1) (n + 1) unit matrices, whose entries are
all zero except for the entry in the kth row and lth column which is equal to one. For
n = 1 one recovers the XXZ Hamiltonian (1). Many R-matrices belonging to algebras
different from gˆ = A
(1)
n have been investigated in e.g. [?].
In this article we demonstrate that the above observations are indeed of a very general
nature and not only can be extended for the XXZ model to arbitrary spin but also to
the much wider class of integrable vertex models associated with the quantum groups
Uq(gˆ), where gˆ is an arbitrary Kac-Moody algebra [?]. The relation between integrable
models and the quantum groups Uq(gˆ) was first established by Drinfel’d [?] and Jimbo
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[?] who studied trigonometric solutions of the Yang-Baxter equation [?],
R12(u)R13(u + v)R23(v) = R23(v)R13(u + v)R12(u) : (5)
The Yang-Baxter equation is an operator identity over V1⊗V2⊗V3 with Rab(u) acting on
Va⊗Vb and Va = V being some representation space of Uq(gˆ). An integrable L0L vertex
model is now implicitly defined when interpreting the matrix elements of the solution
R(u) as Boltzmann weights and taking the partition function and transfer matrix to be
Z = TrV ⊗L T
L0(u); T (u) := TrV0 R0L(u)R0L−1(u)   R01(u) : (6)
The transfer matrix acts on the tensor product space V ⊗L  V1⊗V2   ⊗VL and the trace
is taken over the boundary values encoded in the auxiliary space V0. As is well known
(5) ensures that the transfer matrix when evaluated at different spectral parameters
u commutes with itself rendering the model (6) integrable [?, ?]. The corresponding
’spin’-chain Hamiltonian is now generically given by
H = i @@u ln T (u)ju=0 + const. (7)
Up to possible scaling factors depending on different conventions and an additive con-
stant depending on the normalization of the R-matrix this definition specializes for
gˆ = A
(1)
n to the stated examples (1), (3) and (4).
It is important to note that in the correspondence between quantum groups and inte-
grable vertex models the quantum group Uq(gˆ) does not define a symmetry of the model
and that its generators do not commute with either the Hamiltonian or the transfer
matrix. This lack of symmetry comes ultimately from the fact that by construction the
transfer matrix (6) and Hamiltonian (7) we are considering are translational invariant
in the appropriate space V ⊗L whereas for generic q the quantum group Uq(gˆ) does not
act in a translational invariant fashion on this space. The situation changes consider-
ably when the deformation parameter q approaches a primitive root of unity, qN = 1
with N  3 being odd. Then symmetry generators can be extracted from Uq(gˆ) in the
limiting process qN ! 1 which are translation invariant and which generate the algebra
U(gˆ) at level zero.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we construct the symmetry algebra U(gˆ)
for odd roots of unity and highest weight representations  obeying (hi)  0 modN
with (hi) being the eigenvalues of the Cartan subalgebra generators hi. In Section 3
we prove the translational invariance of the symmetry generators when they act on the
space V ⊗L. In Section 4 we demonstrate for any algebra gˆ in a completely generic and
representation independent way that the transfer matrix and Hamiltonian associated
with Uq(gˆ) commute with the generators of U(gˆ) when q is a root of unity. This proof
makes use of the boost operator (e.g. [?]) and the quantum group theoretical structure
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underlying the Yang-Baxter equation as developed by Drinfel’d [?] and Jimbo [?]. Some
results of their construction which are relevant to our discussion are reviewed in the
appendix. For the simplest case gˆ = A
(1)
1 , i.e. the XXZ model, we discuss for arbitrary
spin how the results can also be extended to even roots of unity. Finally we conclude in
Section 5 with a discussion of our results. By making contact with the representation
theory of the symmetry algebra we argue that for all untwisted algebras the degeneracies
of the energy eigenstates should be given by powers of the dimension of the fundamental
representation (dim )l where l is some integer depending on the multiplet of the energy
eigenstate.
2 Constructing U(gˆ) from Uq(gˆ) at roots of unity
We begin by reviewing the basic definition of Uq(gˆ) for arbitrary Kac-Moody algebras gˆ in
order to introduce our notation (further details can be found in the original references [?,
?] and in numerous monographs e.g. [?, ?]). The quantum universal enveloping algebra
Uq(gˆ) is the algebra of power series in the Chevalley-Serre generators fei; fi; higrank gˆ−1i=0 [
f1g subject to the following commutation relations:
(Q1) Let A denote the Cartan matrix associated with the Kac-Moody algebra gˆ. Then
[hi; hj] = 0 ; [hi; ej] = Aijej ; and [hi; ej] = −Aijfj :
(Q2) Considering only highest weight representations in which the hi’s act as multipli-
cation operators, we introduce the exponentiated generators qhii with qi = q
α2i /2
and i denoting a simple root of gˆ. Then one requires
[ei; fj] = ij q
hi
i − q−hii q1i − q−1i :
For simplicity we choose throughout this paper the normalization convention 2 =
2 for short roots. That is, for long roots qi might equal the powers q; q
2; q3 in the
deformation parameter.
(Q3) In addition, the generators ought to satisfy the quantum Chevalley-Serre relations
1−AijX
n=0
(−1)n1−Aij []nqi eni ej e
1−Aji−n
i = 0 ; i 6= j
1−AijX
n=0
(−1)n1− Aij[]nqi fni fj f
1−Aij−n
i = 0 ; i 6= j
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Here q-integers have been introduced,
m[]nq := [m]q! [n]q! [m− n]q! ; [n]q! :=
nY
k=1
[k]q ; [n]q := q
n − q−nq1 − q−1 : (8)
We will now focus on the case where the deformation parameter q takes the value of





are central elements. We are here interested in representations in which these central












0]qi ! ; and hi=N
0 (9)
stay well defined in the limit qN ! 1. As it was first observed in [?] for gˆ = A(1)1 in
the fundamental representation the above set (complemented by unity) generates the
non-deformed enveloping algebra U(gˆ) provided one restricts oneself to highest weight
representations ji satisfyingy
(hi) = 0 modN : (10)
We impose this condition since we will ultimately make use of qhii = 1 in the calculations
(see for example equation (??) in the next section). Note also that this condition will
ultimately have to hold for tensor products of highest weight representations, since we
are going to consider the action of U(gˆ) on V ⊗L; see the next section. The proof follows
along the lines of [?] and we recall here the key steps in order to keep this article






















i − q−hii q−m+n+r−1i qri − q−ri : (11)







i ] = (−1)N
0−1 lim
qN!1







†For the case gˆ = A(1)1 considered in [?] this corresponds to condition S
z = 0 modN ′ with h1 =
−h0 = 2Sz and N even.
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Furthermore, one proves easily from (Q1) by induction that
[hi; e
(N 0)
j ] = N
0 Aije
(N 0)
j and [hi; f
(N 0)
j ] = −N 0 Aijf (N
0)
j : (13)
It remains to verify the Chevalley-Serre relations for U(gˆ). For this purpose we employ
Lustzig’s higher order Chevalley-Serre relations [?] which are valid for generic q. Let




















Choosing m = 1− Aij ; n = 1 one recovers the usual quantum Chevalley-Serre relations
(Q3). Suppose now that the indeterminate q approaches a root of unity qN ! 1. Setting






(−1)s+1qs(N 0−1)i ; if s = 0 modN 0
0 ; else
:
We now rewrite the higher order Chevalley-Serre equations in terms of powers of the
operators e
(N 0)










s[N 0s]qi! = q
N 02s(s−1)2
i s! : (17)
Plugging the results (2) and (17) into equation (14) one derives the desired Chevalley-








(−1)N 0(1−Aij−n)+1q(1−Aij−n)N 0(N 0−1)i








An analogous equation holds for the generators f
(N 0)
i . In order to make contact to the
Chevalley-Serre relations of U(gˆ) one has to discuss carefully the cancellation of the
minus signs in the r.h.s. of the above equation. We distinguish the following three
cases.
N odd. For odd roots of unity one recovers the correct sign (−1)(1−Aij−n)+1 needed for
the Chevalley-Serre relations in the r.h.s. of (18). For this case we can therefore
conclude that the algebra spanned by the elements (9) can be identified with the
non-deformed enveloping algebra U(gˆ) for all Kac-Moody algebras.
N 0 even. For even roots of unity one has qN
0
= −1. Provided that N 0 even and
qN
0
i = −1 for all i one obtains the correct sign factor also in this case. The latter








2n , or to





N 0 odd. In the remaining case of even roots of unity with N 0 odd one obtains the
sign factor (−1)(n+1)(1−Aij−n)+1. In general this will not reproduce the correct
Chevalley-Serre relations. For the simplest case gˆ = A
(1)
1 ; however, the signs work
out correctly which can be explicitly checked by using Aij = −2 for i 6= j; compare
also [?]. But now one has to pay attention to the sign in (12).
3 Translation invariance
We now establish that the action of the constructed symmetry algebra U(gˆ) is translation
invariant. That is, given some representation space V of Uq(gˆ) we consider its L-fold
tensor product V ⊗L and then show in the limit qN ! 1 that the action of the symmetry
algebra on this space commutes with the shift-operator defined as
Π : V1 ⊗ V2    ⊗ VL ! V2 ⊗   VL ⊗ V1 : (19)
As a preliminary step we first recall the action of Uq(gˆ) on V
⊗L. The latter is determined
by the fact that the quantum groups defined through (Q1)-(Q3) are endowed with the
structure of an Hopf algebra [?, ?]. This requires in general the notion of a co-unit
e¯, an anti-pode γ and a coproduct ∆. We will only need the concept of the latter
which establishes an algebra homomorphism Uq(gˆ) ! Uq(gˆ)⊗Uq(gˆ). There are different
conventions in the literature how to define the coproduct and we choose the one most
convenient for our purposes,
∆(hi) = hi ⊗ 1 + 1⊗ hi
∆(ei) = ei ⊗ q−hi2i + qhi2i ⊗ ei and ∆(fi) = fi ⊗ q−hi2i + qhi2i ⊗ fi
∆( 1 ) = 1⊗ 1 (20)
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